
Harper Lee’s 

To Kill A Mockingbird 
 

Ch.12-14     due Thu. 1/24 

Ch.15           read in class on Thu. 1/24 

Ch.16-17     due Mon. 1/28 

Ch.18-20     read in class week of Mon. 1/28 

Ch.21-24     due Wed. 2/6 

Ch.25-27     due Mon. 2/11 

Ch.28           read in class on Mon. 2/11 

Ch.29-31     due Thu. 2/14 

                     Ch.12-31 Quiz on Fri. 2/15 
 

*** Dates are subject to change.  
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ANNOTATIONS 

◉ In class daily! Your thoughts matter! Go beyond 
basic labeling; think critically; write your reactions/ 
opinions. Use these ideas to spark discussion. 

◉ Get to know the CHARACTERS and SETTING. What 
are their motivations, personalities, feelings, 
actions, relationships, hopes, fears, values, 
credibility, development, purpose? 

◉ Keep track of LITERARY DEVICES and their impact 
on THEME; what is Lee’s message? 

◉ Ask QUESTIONS about the story, writing style, 
things you notice, things you wonder about, and 
interesting topics you’d like to discuss. 

◉ PLOT: Identify critical moments/CONFLICTS 
/turning points and corresponding PREDICTIONS 
about possible outcomes/effects/resolutions. Why 
are these moments from Scout’s life shared with 
the reader; what is each event’s PURPOSE?  

◉ Which PASSAGES stand out thematically (big ideas) 
or stylistically (literary devices, TONE shifts, etc.)  
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